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1.1. overview of the video shot detectionoverview of the video shot detection
spatial domain algorithmsspatial domain algorithms
compressed domain compressed domain algorithmsalgorithms

2. the proposed method2. the proposed method
objectobject--based shot detection in compression domain.     based shot detection in compression domain.     

3. results 3. results 
4. conclusions 4. conclusions 



Shot detection problemShot detection problem

The hierarchical structure of a video:The hierarchical structure of a video:
1. video1. video
2. scene2. scene
3. shot3. shot
4. frame  4. frame  



Why shot detection?Why shot detection?
1. indexing : shot classification1. indexing : shot classification
2. browsing : library2. browsing : library
3. retrieval : key3. retrieval : key--frameframe
4. m4. multimedia applicationultimedia application



Three kinds of shots: Cut, Fade, Three kinds of shots: Cut, Fade, 
DissolveDissolve



Methods of shot detectionMethods of shot detection

Spatial domain algorithmsSpatial domain algorithms
1. color histogram :1. color histogram :

global histograms , regional histogramsglobal histograms , regional histograms
2. edge change:2. edge change:

contrast of object boundariescontrast of object boundaries
number of edge points number of edge points 

3. motion :3. motion :
optical  flowoptical  flow



Compressed domainCompressed domain
1. DCT values:1. DCT values:

DC value , DCT vectorDC value , DCT vector
2. motion vectors :2. motion vectors :

motion vector, inter/intra motion vector, inter/intra 



colorcolor

Compare the color difference:Compare the color difference:
color distances in RGB domain color distances in RGB domain 
1. pixel by pixel 1. pixel by pixel 
2. dominant  colors or gray levels2. dominant  colors or gray levels
3. dominant object : color3. dominant object : color--based correlationbased correlation



Color histogram differenceColor histogram difference

if                       no transition       if                       no transition       
else                      the shot boundary detectedelse                      the shot boundary detected

problem:problem:
It is ineffective for the fade and dissolveIt is ineffective for the fade and dissolve
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EdgeEdge--based based 

Edge change ratio (ECR)Edge change ratio (ECR)

: the number of edge pixels in frame n: the number of edge pixels in frame n
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The comparison The comparison 
in the spatial domain algorithmsin the spatial domain algorithms:

1. 1. The most reliable method for cut detection is the The most reliable method for cut detection is the 
color histogram. On contrary, the edgecolor histogram. On contrary, the edge--based based 
algorithm  is more effective for the fade and dissolve. algorithm  is more effective for the fade and dissolve. 

2. Both methods suffice from the computation 2. Both methods suffice from the computation 
complexity. complexity. 

3. The performance of Edge3. The performance of Edge--based methods is greatly  based methods is greatly  
influenced by the global motion or large object influenced by the global motion or large object 
motion.motion.

4. Results of state4. Results of state--of of ––thethe--art algorithms:art algorithms:
cut: ~ 95%    gradual transition: ~ 70%  cut: ~ 95%    gradual transition: ~ 70%  



MPEG AlgorithmsMPEG Algorithms



GOPGOP

I frame:I frame:
DCT coefficientsDCT coefficients

P frame:P frame:
motion vectors motion vectors 
residual valuesresidual values

B frame:B frame:
forward and backward predictionforward and backward prediction
vectorsvectors
residual valuesresidual values



Compressed domain algorithmsCompressed domain algorithms

1. 1. DCT coefficients in the I frame:  DCT coefficients in the I frame:  
dc value comparison.dc value comparison.
the comparison of DCT vector which is the comparison of DCT vector which is 

constructed by 16 DCT coefficients.constructed by 16 DCT coefficients.
2. Motion vectors in B frame:2. Motion vectors in B frame:

correlation of two frames is evaluated by correlation of two frames is evaluated by 
the statistics of # of prediction forward orthe statistics of # of prediction forward or
backward vectorbackward vector

TNN backforw <),(



3. 3. MotionMotion--prediction statisticprediction statistic

only use for B frameonly use for B frame
4. Intra/Inter 4. Intra/Inter 比例法比例法

only use for P frameonly use for P frame
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The comparison The comparison 
in the compression domain algorithmsin the compression domain algorithms:

1. 1. DCT coefficients are still very effective for the DCT coefficients are still very effective for the 
detection of hard cut.. However, one candetection of hard cut.. However, one can’’t access t access 
the DCT coefficients in P and B frame. the DCT coefficients in P and B frame. 

2. Motion vectors are very unreliable for the detection 2. Motion vectors are very unreliable for the detection 
of shot detection.of shot detection.

3. Too small amount of data in the compressed 3. Too small amount of data in the compressed 
domain for the shot detection, especially in the domain for the shot detection, especially in the 
detection of gradual transition.detection of gradual transition.

Solution: Solution: Partially restore the spatial information.Partially restore the spatial information.
dc coefficients of each block.dc coefficients of each block.



System ISystem I

VideoVideo
static/

dynamic
static/

dynamic

motion 
detection
motion 

detection
motion 
choose

motion 
choose

background
choose

background
choose

DC value 
residual value
DC value 

residual value

Intra detect 
residual value
Intra detect 

residual value

shot 
detection

shot 
detection

static

dynamic

over 
½ frame
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frame



BackgroundBackground choosechoose

Motion value: Camera motion , Object motionMotion value: Camera motion , Object motion
Frame size 176*144 (QCIF)Frame size 176*144 (QCIF)
Sample interval 30 framesSample interval 30 frames
Sample range 1/2~1/3 block numberSample range 1/2~1/3 block number



1. 1. static/dynamic detectionstatic/dynamic detection
2. motion detection2. motion detection
3. motion choose3. motion choose

B: background motionB: background motion
F: foreground motionF: foreground motion
f : unstable motion

BBBBBB

BfffBB

BfFffB

BfFFfB

BffffB

BBBBBB

f : unstable motion



Block numberBlock number

1. 1. over 1/2 block numberover 1/2 block number
Intra block detectionIntra block detection
residual value chooseresidual value choose

2. under 1/3 block number2. under 1/3 block number

unstable motionunstable motion
residual value choose  residual value choose  
Intra block detectionIntra block detection



Results of background block selection Results of background block selection 



Shot detectionShot detection

block 
data

cut

Edge  
detection

dissolve
/fade

next shot

next frame

no

yes



1. 1. cut detection:cut detection:
based on the number of intrabased on the number of intra--block for the    block for the    
selected background..selected background..

2.  Fade and dissolve detection:2.  Fade and dissolve detection:
based on the curve of average gradient value for the  based on the curve of average gradient value for the  
selected background along time axis:selected background along time axis:

Fade:  a consecutive number of frame with zeroFade:  a consecutive number of frame with zero
value. value. 

Dissolve: a concave hyperbolic curve along time axis.Dissolve: a concave hyperbolic curve along time axis.



SobelSobel maskmask
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Z7 Z8 Z9
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Average gradient for FadeAverage gradient for Fade

We can detectedWe can detected
it by it by a=0a=0



cbxaxyI ++==∇ 2

Average gradient for DissolveAverage gradient for Dissolve

we can detectedwe can detected
it by  it by  a > 0a > 0

cbxaxyI ++==∇ 2

cbxayI ′′==∇ ++ )( 2



Average gradient within a same shotAverage gradient within a same shot



experimental resultsexperimental results

FalseDetects
DetectsRrecision

+
=

MissDetects
DetectsRcall

+
=

75%75%83.0%83.0%91.1%91.1%93.75%93.75%95.5%95.5%93.0%93.0%averageaverage

70%70%
(14/20)(14/20)

82.3%82.3%
(14/17)(14/17)

72.7%72.7%
(8/11)(8/11)

88.9%88.9%
(8/9)(8/9)

94.0%94.0%
(78/83)(78/83)

92.9%92.9%
(78/84)(78/84)

A Few Good A Few Good 
ManMan

80.6%80.6%
(25/32)(25/32)

83.3%83.3%
(25/30)(25/30)

100%100%
(23/23)(23/23)

95.6%95.6%
(22/23)(22/23)

96.6%96.6%
(28/29)(28/29)

93.3%93.3%
(28/30)(28/30)

Test dataTest data

PrecisionPrecision
(dissolve)(dissolve)

RecallRecall
(dissolve)(dissolve)

PrecisionPrecision
(fade)(fade)

RecallRecall
(fade)(fade)

PrecisionPrecision
(cut)(cut)

RecallRecall
(cut)(cut)

videovideo



Comparison with compressed Comparison with compressed 
domain algorithmsdomain algorithms

Algorithm A: Use dc coefficient to evaluate the frameAlgorithm A: Use dc coefficient to evaluate the frame
different proposed by  :    B. L.different proposed by  :    B. L. YeoYeo and B. Liu, and B. Liu, ““A Unified   Approach toA Unified   Approach to
Temporal Segmentation of Motion  JPEG and MPEG Compressed VideoTemporal Segmentation of Motion  JPEG and MPEG Compressed Video ””

Algorithm B:  Use dc coefficient histogram to evaluate the frameAlgorithm B:  Use dc coefficient histogram to evaluate the frame
different proposed by  :    K.different proposed by  :    K. ShenShen and E. J.and E. J. DelpDelp, , ““A Fast Algorithms forA Fast Algorithms for
Video Parsing Using MPEGVideo Parsing Using MPEG CompresssedCompresssed SequencesSequences””

75%75%83.0%83.0%97.1%97.1%93.1%93.1%Proposed Proposed 
methodmethod

29.4%29.4%16.7%16.7%43.2%43.2%85.6%85.6%Algorithm_BAlgorithm_B

26%26%32%32%81.2%81.2%82.4%82.4%Algorithm_AAlgorithm_A

PrecisionPrecision
(dissolve)(dissolve)

RecallRecall
((dissolvedissolve))

PrecisionPrecision
(cut)(cut)

RecallRecall
(cut)(cut)



Some problems of Some problems of 
the proposed methodthe proposed method

1. 1. Illumination problem: Illumination problem: 
NonuniformNonuniform illumination will cause the large illumination will cause the large 

difference in the DC anddifference in the DC and gradient valuegradient value
2. Fast motion:2. Fast motion:
We have the problem to select the backgroundWe have the problem to select the background
block when the large motion occurs such asblock when the large motion occurs such as
zooming or panning.zooming or panning.

3. The similar background:3. The similar background:
When the consecutive shots has the similar When the consecutive shots has the similar 
background, then the proposed method has thebackground, then the proposed method has the
difficulty to detect the shot boundary.difficulty to detect the shot boundary.
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